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NOTE ON "POSITIVE CESARO MEANS  OF NUMERICAL SERIES"

J. BUSTOZ

ABSTRACT.   We give a short proof of a result due to R. Askey.

In this note we will give a short proof of Theorem 1 in the preceding

paper by R. Askey.  The proof utilizes a trick applied earlier by Askey and

Pollard  [lj.  We restate Askey's result for convenience.

Theorem.    // y > a > — 1, and the  (C, y)  means of 2 a    are nonnegative

then the (C, a)  means of Sa rn  are nonnegative for 0 < r < (a + l)/(y + l).

Proof.   We need to show that  A (r) > 0 for 0 < r < (a + l)/(y + 1) where

(l-w)-a-lYia rnwn=YiA (r)wn.

We may write

(1 - w)-a- ! £ anrnwn = (1 - w)-a-\l - rw)V+ X(l - «*)-? " l £ anrnw".

The hypothesis gives that  (l - rw)~^~   1, a r"wn has nonnegative power

series coefficients for  r > 0.  Now we need only show that  h(w; r) =

(I - w)~ a~  (l - rw)y      has nonnegative power series coefficients for  r in

the given interval.  Taking logs we get

log h(w; r)=Y,l(a+l)-(y+l)r»]fl,
ra

and  log h(w; r) then has nonnegative coefficients for 0 < r < (a + l)/(y + l).

The same must be true of  h(w; r) and so  An(r) > 0 in this interval as claimed.
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